
















Do we have the budget? Yes!
Is everyone a voting member? Yes!
What is the vote? Yes!















Calendar Committee- Trying to look at the academic calendar. We really need a 
graduate student representative. 1-2 month commitment.
E-mail Greg Tonkay associate dean of engineering. To ask when the next calendar 
committee meeting is.

Structure of Graduate Studies
● There was a graduate school that was abolished in 2000. This was then 

delegated to the college. We don’t have anything centrally structured except 
the GLO

● We want to add a deputy provost for graduate education
○ Elevate the visibility of graduate education

■ Terminal Masters and PhD
○ Elevate activity in support of graduate programs
○ This would NOT change the way graduate students are recruited
○ Would collect and access data about graduate students in a uniform 

way.
○ Advocate for graduate students
○ How might we pay for this?
○ Thoughts, Reactions?

Q&A



Would marketing the program be part of the job?
● 25% of the job would be marketing Lehigh’s Graduate Program.

Will this person be concerned with academics (graduate specific curriculum/ writing/ 
research)?

● Looking at graduate education landscapes across college and identify 
opportunities for saving time and effort (e.g. same grad application across 
colleges)

● Support commonalities between colleges
● This could help us create an interdisciplinary program across colleges PhD

Would this person collaborate with external institutions or companies to increase 
research?

● We already have people doing that.

Would graduate students have any input on the hiring?
● Create a committee on hiring and add a position for graduate students. 

Have you thought about organizing a summer camp in science and engineering for 
graduate students before they come to Lehigh to get more experience with Lehigh.

● May want something for international student

How can we make Lehigh more visible to international students?
● We need more events or ways to introduce international students to Lehigh

Will you collaborate with the GLO?
● Yes

Would this help us to collaborate across colleges
● Yes

Let me know what ideas you have for improving graduate studies at Lehigh



Mike (mim315@lehigh.edu)
Tuesday April 17th in Harrisburg
Judging ends at 12:30
Biological Science Dept
-UG Research at the Capital Judges
-We need Judges 
-We need at least 3 graduate students

What is the main focus→ getting UG involved in higher tier research
People across all disciplines needed

BOT Trustees do the GSS support rescinding the degree?
-A topic for next meeting




